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Very Good Good Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 

Campus (1050) 44 290 471 245 

Classroom (1044) 25 227 485 307 

Laboratories (826) 100 370 287 69 

Corridor (1034) 33 352 490 159 

Toilet (1034) 9 98 253 674 

Drinking Water (1030) 45 214 422 349 

Canteen's Infrastructure (1033) 18 139 394 482 

Canteen's Hygiene (1009) 17 148 438 406 

Quality of food in Canteen (1033) 14 162 441 416 

Sports Centre (1020) 95 460 357 108 
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A.1 BASIC AMENITIES AND CLEANLINESS 
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Infrastructu

re of 

Library 

(1041) 

Availability 

of Books 

(1041) 

Availability 

of Journals/ 

Magazines 

(1026) 

Availability 

of 

Newspapers 

(1026) 

Access of 

CYBER 

CENTRE 

(1036) 

Promptness 

of office 

staff (1031) 

Behaviour 

of Office 

staff (1043) 

Bank (1030) 
For Divyang 

(831) 

Medical 

(983) 

Placement 

Cell (962) 

Counselling 

(964) 

Mentoring 

(988) 

Very Good 164 174 174 258 238 84 101 122 84 86 50 68 94 

Good 498 439 468 478 455 416 387 550 437 454 321 324 400 

Satisfactory 312 301 327 251 281 390 401 319 268 344 381 396 360 

Unsatisfactory 67 127 57 39 62 141 154 39 42 99 210 176 134 
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Cultural activity (1022) Educational trip (1022) 
Departmental society 

(1028) 
Sports (999) NCC (861) NSS (895) 

Very Good 86 45 194 121 213 99 

Good 406 183 375 502 388 384 

Satisfactory 368 228 313 298 219 256 

Unsatisfactory 162 566 146 78 41 156 
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On Time 10 Min Late 10-20 Min Late > 20 Min Late 

Punctuality in the class (1047) 775 224 37 11 
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Punctuality in the class (1047) 

>85% 67-84.9% 40-66.9% <40% 

Regularity in the class (1042) 499 404 122 17 
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Regularity in the class (1042) 
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Very Good Good Satisfactory Unsatisfactory 

How you rate your behavior towards teacher 
(1048) 

530 466 51 0 

How you rate your behavior towards non-
teaching staff (1047) 

482 498 63 0 

How you rate your behavior towards fellow 
students (1041) 

493 477 68 0 
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How often you 
attend 

lectures/semin
ars/workshops 

(1046) 

Participation as 
a member of 

(sports/NCC/NS
S) (1010) 

Participation as 
a member of 
cultural club 

(977) 

Participation in 
educational 
trips (970) 

Participation in 
Departmental 
societies (989) 

Involvement in 
research 

projects (973) 

Involvement in 
co-curricular 

activities (985) 

Always 302 195 123 354 313 224 193 

Frequently 435 257 184 136 244 228 245 

Some times 301 410 377 244 317 268 422 

Never 8 148 293 236 115 253 125 
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STUDENT SATISFACTION SURVEY 

Yes No 

Involvement in any indisciplinary action in the 
college (959)  

190 769 
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Involvement in any indisciplinary action in the college (959)  
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4 - 85-100 % 3 - 70-84 % 2 - 55 – 69% 1 - 30-54 % 0 - Below 30 % 

How much of the syllabus was covered in the 
class? (1039) 

476 356 154 43 10 
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How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? (1039) 

4- Thoroughly 3-Satisfactorily 2-Poorly 1-Indifferently 
0-Won’t Teach at 

all 

How well did the teachers prepare for the 
classes? (1045) 

481 520 28 13 3 
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How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? (1045) 
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4- Always effective 
3-Sometimes 

effective 
2-Just Satisfactorily 

1-Generally  
ineffective 

0-Very poor 
communication 

How well were the teachers able to 
communicate? (1031) 

546 356 102 20 7 
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How well were the teachers able to communicate? (1031) 
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4-Excellent 3-Very Good 2- Good 1-Fair 0-Poor 

The teacher’s approach to teaching can best 
be described as  

(1039) 
251 428 283 68 9 
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The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as  
(1039) 

4- Always fair 3-Usually Fair 
2- Sometimes 

unfair 
1-Usually unfair 0-Unfair 

Fairness of the internal evaluation process by 
the teachers  

(1026) 
422 448 117 23 16 
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Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers  
(1026) 
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4 – Every time 3 – Usually 
2 – Occasionally/  

Sometimes 
1 – Rarely 0– Never 

Was your performance in assignments discussed 
with you?  

(1011) 
327 370 182 87 45 

Teachers inform you about your expected 
competencies,  

course outcomes and programme outcomes (990) 
319 362 184 89 36 

Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an 
assigned task to you. (958 ) 

234 418 145 98 63 

The teachers illustrate the concepts through 
examples and applications (966) 

419 375 121 42 9 

Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and 
help you to overcome them (976) 

265 303 182 140 86 
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4 – Regularly 3 – Often 2 – Sometimes 1 – Rarely 0– Never 

The institute takes active interest in promoting 
internship, 

 student exchange, field visit opportunities for students. 
(1001) 

182 317 207 184 111 
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The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, 
 student exchange, field visit opportunities for students. (1001) 
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4- Significantly 3- Very well 2-Moderately 1-Marginally 0-Not at all 

The teaching and mentoring process in your institution 
facilitates you in cognitive, social and emotional growth. 

(986) 
164 350 313 94 65 
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The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in 
cognitive, social and emotional growth. (986) 
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4- Strongly agree 3-Agree 2- Neutral 1-Disagree 0-Strongly disagree 

The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn 
and grow (990) 

138 415 317 93 27 

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your 
institute is very good. (979) 

169 485 250 59 16 

The institution makes effort to engage students in the 
monitoring, review and continuous quality improvement 

of the teaching learning process. (964) 
146 411 294 66 47 

Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular 
activities (986) 

229 427 219 66 45 
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4-Fully 3-Reasonably 2-Partially 1-Slightly 0-Unable  

The teachers identify your strengths and encourage 
you with 

 providing right level of challenges (985) 
297 329 177 108 74 
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The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with 
 providing right level of challenges (985) 
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4- To a great extent 3- Moderate 2- Some what 1- Very Little 0- Not at all 

Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate 
soft skills, life skills and  

employability skills to make you ready for the world of 
work (962) 

199 434 164 101 64 
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Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life 
skills and  

employability skills to make you ready for the world of work (962) 
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4- Above 90% 3- 70-89 % 2- 50-69 % 1- 30-49 % 0 - Below 29 % 

What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD 
projector, Multimedia, etc. while teaching (973) 

107 258 199 144 265 
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What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, 
Multimedia, etc. while teaching (973) 
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Any Other 

Satisfactory 

No suggestions 

None 

Nothing 

No suggestions  

Using projector 

Good 

Effective classes/Good infrastructure/counselling 

TEACHERS SPEED IS MUCH SO THEY REDUCE THEIR SPEED 

1. Teaching by trio or visit 

There should be used ICT tools and techniques and LCD projectors.  

Good �  

Washrooms should be cleaned. Teachers should come prepared for the class.  

First is that teachers do solved problems on black board  

Nil  

Internship nd placement cell nd tlp 

Improve hygiene of the washroom. Teachers should listen to the students and should not target to attack only one student. Teachers should stop 

favouritism  

1. Institution should make necessary effort in encouraging the students to attend seminars, workshops and events. 2. The office staff should be more 

punctual and hard-working. 3. Lab equipments should regularly be checked and changed frequently. 

There must be remedial classes for weak students  

Teachers should try to be active with each student instead of focusing on few one 

teaching is aall good...infrastructure really needs to improve...specially auditorium,washrooms etc.. 

Satusfactory 

Our college should me more active in cultural activities 

Increase break time so that we could relax and recharge to have better concentration in our afternoon classes. 

-More light to be laid on issues like mental health awareness.  

1. Including more field visit. 2.including life examples. 3. Trying to build up courage in students. 

Equal attention to be be given to all Should be taught something bwyond bookish knowledge 

educational trips are very few, these should be more it helps students to explore more  

To inform about the class before whether they are taking or not, to provide proper notes of the specific subject, to give attention towards the less 

scoring students  
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Teacher have to prepare for their class. They have to came at time. They have to give example when they teach as. They have to appreciate the 

student for their participation. And in library availability of books. 

Better classrooms/smart classes/interactive sessions  

Smart classes 

1) Teaching through demonstrations and giving applications and scope in real life connected to every topic. 2) Making students engage in group 

discussions, surprise tests, and oral presentations.Taking care that every student understands. 3) Pressurizing students to study from standard books 

referred in the syllabus. 

Give the chance to student develop your skill  

Use multimedia, projectors and educational trip 

Phy department is extremely good, bt plz improve classroom maintainence 

The seminars organized by the department should be more innovative and interactive 

1.Field trips should be more 2. Educational trips and more research assignment 3. More no of internship 

By field visit as our section has never went to any field visit 

Series of topics, continuity of syllabus, proper text and checking pf papers 

I think teachers should be interactive towards us. We should given some time for extra co curriculum activity.  

There should be more interactive sessions with students rather than dictating them the notes. As it helps alot in better understanding of the topic. 

There is a wide communication gap between the teacher and the students, which needs to be narrowed. Some teachers focus more on the completion 

of the syllabus due to which students lack the basic knowledge of the topic. 

First hygiene 

1. Teachers should taught students practically not theoretically. 2. College should provide educational trips , because we have no educational trips. 3. 

Perception of educational method should be changed. 

Teachers should observe students and by focusing on each and everyone they can make sure that their students have started performing even better 

than before.  

Teacher's should encourage students to participate in activity Teacher's should see class students behavior towards each other Time table should not 

be such hectic 

1. Washrooms need more attention as it is too unhygienic and dirty all the time. 2. College Audi "SANGAM PARISAR" needs to be reconstructed as 

it looks like nest to pigeons rather than college auditorium 3. There are very less options and items in the canteen menu which should be reviewed.  

Teacher must take students on court visits and bagha border etc as we are political science students.  

1.Better books and readings should b there to have better understanding of concepts 2. Washrooms should be Made for the use of students not 

animals, no doors, no flush, always untidy, no liquid handwash, no closers in washroom. In addition to that Classrooms must be if not well equipped 

by AC's then atleast fans should work, they don't even work in summers! 3. Make Sangam parisar this much eligible so as to be called as Auditorium, 

that kabootar khana and monument is the reason why students don't come to our college or inter college competitions and doesn't make it to Stand 

anywhere in good colleges of DU! 

Teachers must take students on court visits etc. As we are political science students. 

Digital studies 

We want a healthy environment of study in our college like teacher's should be taken regular classes 
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1.Teachers should projector and other device for more info. 2.teachers should conduct group discussion more.  

1. There should be proper use of projectors n all in class to make studies more interesting. 2.continuous classes should not be there if it is then break 

of 10min should be given to refresh. 3. Presentation should be taken by teachers for the betterment of confidence in student. 

Teachers should have to take their responsibility seriously.... .and full day college system is not the good way because we have limited subjects..only 

4 or 5..so please try to arrange back to back classes....  

Some of the teacher's are not serious about our study mostly time she is not taking clss at all . Mostly time she is on holiday � we worried abouts it 

but on the other hand my other teachers teach very well and i am really happpy for it .... 

Better sports infrastructure and cleanliness 

Teacher should be regular in class 

1. professors should try to communicate with both english as well as hindi medium students according to their medium. 2.North east students and 

foreign's students found it little bit difficult to understand hindi most of the time ... so teachers should try to communicate in a language that is 

suitable for all. 3. As per my experience , teaching quality of most of the generic teaching professors in our college is not so good! again one 

language domination and bad teaching quality.  

Teachers ought to be more supportive and encouraging when it comes to internships or extra - curricular activities. The institution needs to give NOC 

for internships pursued in holidays that continue for 15 days into the session.  

1.more teaching staff for divyang 2.teacher should use projector 3.books condition in library  

Teachers should sometimes have counselling sessions to inform about future opportunities and how to prepare for them thwy should be less partial 

and little bit soft about internal markings and be fair 

We need better teachers , the one who can guide us , clear our doubts and concepts, the one who can provide us good notes, cover out syllabus and 

the one who don't get angry on asking doubts and a better mentor. We need punctual teachers .We need helpful teachers. We need teachers who can 

guide us for future as well.we need a good counsellor too who can guides us for future studies and goals. 

I think there are really few teachers who are really interested in teaching. And it would be better if we are taught from the university booklets! (but 

teachers are not ready)  

Teacher should focus of practical work, clean toilet, educational trip  

Teaching staff is very well .they teaching us Very strongly and good. 

1.students should present in the classroom. 2.use of projectors and maps to understand better. 3.understanding between teacher and students to 

amplify learning and teaching.  

1. Cleanliness should be taken care of in the campus. 2. More attention should be payed on the mental health of the students. 

My suggestion is that some teachers should behave friendly when ever we need any help. Continuous classes for 2 to 3 hours become boring and 

unable to understand the topic much. 

1- More light microscope should available in lab 2- water cooler should be proper functioning and clean after a limited period  

Canteen issues To use more technology example study by projectors or by going trip  

Suggestions- Firstly, Faculty should use more ICT tools for better leaning. Secondly, Institution should promote more internship and other 

opportunities. And lastly, Cultural Society should make some more efforts to seek the attention of students so they would love to participate in it. The 

teaching-learning process is excellent in our college 

Teaching and learning experience is up to the mark. It's just some teachers that are not understanding otherwise teachers and staff is quite good. 
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Start using projectors , improve academic block infrastructure , cleanliness should be improve for healthy environment  

There must an interactive session in the class in the end of every week related to the syllabus covered so that each and every student can take part in 

it which clears the concept to the student and increase the confidence.  

Teachers should give time.to students ..  

Teacher should give more and more examples 

Yes 

Teachers must be regular at the class..... Non partial & frank nature 

Teacher should teach from the DU reading material ... Instead of dictating content from the books... 

MORE USE OF THE PROJECTORS MORE INTERACTIONS WITH THE SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE MORE SEMINARS OR VISITS CAN BE 

DONE 

1. More information should be provided regarding opportunities and options after the course. 2. Educational trips should be organized. 3. More 

workshops and seminars should be organized within the department.  

1- Avoid excess use of projectors. 2- Class test must be there after completion of the unit/chapter so that we can improve our marks in internals.  

Firstly the teachers shouldn't demotivate the students. Not all but some of them. Although they teach properly the behaviour should also be in 

accordance to that. Also there needs to be more educational trips. 

Teachers has to act friendly. Some teachers do favouritism. 

There should be educational trip 

Class strength should be minimised... The behaviour between teacher and student should more friendly.. Teacher should provide particular notes on 

every topic to the children 

•Time tables should be student friendly • Infrastructure of the classes should be improved • Learning opportunities should be given outside the 

classroom, through field visits, meetings with knowledgeable people of respective areas etc. • Attendance should be eased or attendance for co 

curriculum activities should be given to improve overall development of the students. 

Regular classes , available books in library, teacher absences  

Syllabus shouldn't be rushed. Blackboard yeaching should be preferred.  

Improve toilet, canteen, nd there is no more then enf space for sitting student.  

1 better class rooms 2 availability of more classrooms 3 less gap between classes  

1. Each teacher (including senior teacher's) need to be regular for classes. 2. Teacher's should be little friendly instead of too much strict with 

students. 3. New technologies for teaching aids should be used.  

The learning should be based on concept not on the race just to finish of the syllabus and let go 2 the burden on the students should be less and 

teachers just order they don't understand our problem 3 the behavior of some teachers are very bad ,they dont explain and just come and go 

Referring to written material somewhat so that it can studied and revised. Using of board to explain, as every student can't understand verbally and in 

the first time. Asking student why they couldn't give assignments in a friendly manner to understand their problem. 

* Need improvement in staff behavior with students. *competitions results should be fair and also in posts interview. * sports ground is needed in 

college for sports students  

1.Suitable time table 2.किताबें अच्छी हालत में होनी चाहहए  
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Attendance criteria should be made less Availability of good quality of microscopes in labs Notes should be provided properly  

1. The teachers should not use presentations to teach rather should use chalk and duster method. 2. The timetables should be student friendly (with 

theory classes at 4 after practicals, it becomes a headache) and no saturday off whereas other courses have an off. 3. The toilets should be repaired. 

Library ke books Drinking water Cafeteria  
 

 

 

 

 

Specific reason for Unsatisfactory 

Many times we do not get safe drinking water..Filters go out of water everywhere. Classes are full of dirt and fans not working properly. 

Teachers are rude in class.  

Just don't like that 

I'm satisfying  

Because they do not solve question on the black board  

Because it provides a better opportunity to students  

Office and Library staff is not punctual and behaves rudely. Toilets are not clean. Not even the classrooms are cleaned. Slow fans, broken switches 

and benches and everywhere. Lab equipments are broken and not functional. 

The infrastructure and the way of handling students can be improved.... We are treated like school students and we should be given enough time for 

self study and participation as well.... Moreover the hygiene of the college and atmosphere of class rooms can be improved 

This is with regard to laboratory, the teachers are quite reluctant to help, they ask us to reach out to lab staff for any aid needed.  

Canteen's infrastructure is totally unsatisfactory because we have a very short interval and it takes too much time to order something due to tha lazy 

staff.They work very slowly .It is very hard to take your order due to rush and also the food can fall on us which can be dangerous . Classrooms are 

also not good.We always have classes in AB block and in that mostly in Room-17 which is very suffocated and fans do not work properly . 

THANKYOU  

Washroom are not good Campus is too small very less class rooms it creates too much gap between two classes Water logging inside college in rainy 

season Very bad infrastructure  

Don't know  

Because of less attention towards the infrastructure of College, no cleanliness and dirty corridor and toilers  

Reasons fot unsatisfactory is that in canteen the food quality is not good. In library most of the book are damaged and the college toilet is not clean 

water in wash room not available.  
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Infrastructure is not good/washrooms are never clean 

1) Absolutely no engagement of students involved in class. 2) Teachers don't realise that all haven't understood, but move on once a few students 

have answered.Students are also hesitant to ask. 3) Severe dearth of intriguing activities to develop students' interest in the subject. Rather, students 

take work as burden and study ONLY and ONLY for exams.Teachers should ensure their subject is liked by the student. 

Nill 

Dusu election and college election are not held 

Unsatisfactory means things are not available. Or if they are available then it's only for the sake of name. 

Students are sitting for one hour and gaining nothing, just for the letter P to be marked in their attendance sheets. In some classes there are only 

dictation sessions going on. 

Because we are not happy with educational system , we wants practical learning and we also want best extra curricular activities. 

Canteen's menu is very bad , the infrastructure of sangam parisar is also very bad , in the academic block classrooms the fans doesn't works , there is 

no proper ground available for outdoor games 

Teacher's say go and participate in activity but when we do they say all about attendence and say u should be studying and attending lectures 

We were never asked for educational trips.  

Complaints are always taken but not heard and even the staff doesn't work upon it, Students spend their 3years of life with regret. 

We were never asked for educational trip. 

We understand better. 

Not every teacher works for students up to the mark my answers in this whole feedback do not fit well for my every teacher some of my teachers do 

not take the class seriously but there are some teachers who are extraordinary so i dont want to do injust with them thats why most of my answers 

related to teachers mean only for these talented and hard working teachers. 

I'm unsatisfied because teachers are not taking us seriously....not even teaching staff of this college non teaching staff is worse.... 

Not all teachers are regular in class 

1.One of the biggest problems of our college is our canteen's hygiene and their service . last year i got hospitalised due to stomach infection after 

eating something from our canteen ...still today the current canteen services are very bad. 2. Most of the professors tries their best to communicate 

and teach us to the best of their knowledge...but still their are some with lack of good teaching quality. 3. NSS team should try to communicate in a 

good and better way with the active as well as non active volunteers.  

Water , washrooms and books 

Toilets are pathetic flush dosent work smelly and no water, water runs out from water coolers and no action is taken, canteen food is not good 

according to price paid and infrastructure is also vwry suffocating and conjusted, teachers sometimes ignore students plea and dont respond.  

Biasness and partiality  

Infrastructure and toilets hygiene 

Teachers of our college are not good at all except 1-2 zoology teachers like Varsha ma'am and Vandana ma'am they are good teachers. I don't like the 

way of teaching of chemistry teachers( like Amit sir) . I am totally unsatisfied with the teaches of our college. They do not cover our syllabus on 

time. The college is not providing new teachers on time due to which our syllabus has lacked behind. College does not provide us old teachers for 

programme course as they teach hons. Course. The teachers do not help us in practical too. They do not help us in studies. The books are limited in 
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library. We do not get books to prepare for an exam. The toilets are unhygienic and there is no mirror. There is drinking facility in our college. There 

is no basketball court in our college. There is no coach for sports etc. 

washrooms of the college are really unhygienic and even the locks of the doors are broken!(TRI-Block)Non teaching staff of the college mainly the 

office staff are extremely rude and unhelpful! I don’t think any student of the college would disagree with me on this!  

Focus on theory rather than practical 

College is good but structure and canteen is not good.  

Cancellation of classes . 

Some teachers behave rude sometimes. Can't sit continuously listening to a same subject for 2 to 3 hours as it becomes bore. 

Canteen food quality and quantity both are poor 

The infrastructure of the institution is worst. Washrooms are way too dirty every time, flushes don't work, no soap dispensers, no dustbins available. 

Water coolers rarely work! Canteen is unhygienic, utensils are always not properly clean in which food is served. No space in the college to sit and 

lunch. 

Canteen is in very bad condition , even fans are not working.  

They disturbs us 

Bathrooms are in very bad condition 

Hygiene is not maintained properly. 

Same time same mine issue in canteen clearness  

Not so much 

Cause some teachers only dictate the content from random book and didn't explain anything .... � 

Toilets needs to be managed well. And it is greatly disagreed that there are more number of toilets for teachers than for fellow students. And the 

cleanliness should also be taken proper care of. As a student this is my feedback. 

I really respect every teacher out there but I want them to try to understand, sometime beacuse of the pressure child cannot give his or her 100%. As 

some teachers are sometimes harsh without no reason I want them to understand student's problem, I know there are alot of students thereforr teacher 

can't concentrate at one child but it's necessary because I really feel useless sometimes only because of the teacher, I think I can't do anything because 

of that teacher everytime ignores you and your ideas.  

Because the efforts are less towards their specific work 

Threat(punishment/scold) from teachers to answer in class... 

Canteen , water cooler, absenting of teachers, increase lunch timing 

Powerpoint presentations do not allow the teachers to teach upto their full potential. It reduces student teacher interaction and makes the lecture 

althrought very unproductive and boring. 

Clg ke toilet jo h bilkul bhi sahi nhi h, unme se kai doors ke door look nhi h jisse problm hoti h bahut. Or canteen aira m lunch time pr bahut bhid 

hoti h jisse kai bar khana lene m problm hoti h usse thik krna chahiye.. Or clg m hum student ko bhethne ke liye jagah bhi nhi h bilkul bhi. Or Jo 

jagah h vo gandi hoti h uski saaf safai nhi ki jaati to usse jarur thik kre.  

Sometimes the classrooms are not available or either ones class clashes with other in the same room and there should be less gaps between classes.  

Because all those questions are not applicable to this institution due to unavailability of these facilities.  

Burden is more on the students and understanding bond btw teachers and students is completely zero 
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To improve  

A few teachers don't really help with anything 

*Ground problem because of hostel work. *results should be fair to all and and also in different interviews for different posts and.. Scholarships 

*some of staffs never satisfied our questions  

Can en are very massy and dirty. Books in library are not well condition. In 3rd semester's time table is changed every time. 

No proper infrastructure of classes  

Demeg books Space not a properly sit  

Infrastructure and cleaniness of college is very bad 

Facility 

Because it is unsatisfactory and has been a problem  

The campus and classrooms along with other facilities are not up to the mark. The college canteen is very small which cannot accommodate the 

students.  

For better understanding N a good leqrning experience 

Food quality in canteen is unsatisfactory because of their bad taste 

I have mark unsatisfactory in some of the questions because they are in the worst situation for eg -TOILET  

Very less use of presentations for key understanding of subjects 

Washrooms and the classroom are highly unsatisfactory bcoz there is no water no cleaniness in the washroom and classroom don't have enough fans 

and proper ventilation and as our section is huge it becomes difficult to adjust in small class  

Collaborative efforts  

Classrooms are not well equipped Toilets and the canteen are the reason  

canteen staff is un attentive and toilets remain unclean and there is no water suppy or handwash available 

Very bad 

Dirty washroom Unpure water I clean canteen and campus 

Because of non cooperation from administrative and gap of communication . 

No educational trip yet Quality as well as quantity of food isn't good at all We need self studies also 

Hygein Availablity Experience  

The cleanliness done is sometimes not proper.  

there are usually very long gaps between classes which result in a huge amount of loss of time. Theory is given more importance rather practical 

learning is the need of the hour Encouragment to students not given when they represent college in other major institutions  

Washrooms are very unhygienic and dirty, also the washroom amenities are not functional. Classrooms have dirty and broken benches. Cleanliness is 

a big issue in this college. Office staff is rude and slow. The college is infrastructure is not maintained and not planned.  

The infrastructure  

Labs are not a comfortable place to sit for theory classes. We have a lot of assignments and files to complete on a daily basis so we need Saturday off 

for self study.  

It's very important for modern education.  
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Labs are not a comfortable place to sit for theory classes and we have a lot of assignments and files to complete on a daily basis therefore we need 

Saturday for self study.  

Unheiginic washrooms are not safe for girls as it may lead to many diseases. 

Labs are not comfortable place to sit for theory classes and we have a lot of assignments and files to complete on daily basis therefore we need 

Saturday for self study. 

All teaching staff is not so good. 

Laboratory instruments are insufficient  

Uncomfortable theory classes held in lab. Need Saturday off 
 


